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iTouch Lectern is a smart 
presentation device that comprehends 
your teaching needs to deliver you an 
unparalleled interactive atmosphere for a complete 
indulgence. Reflect your thoughts precisely with notes 
projected on a larger screen with your slight touch on 
interactive monitor. Experience the power by controlling the 
subject and student with advanced computer applications. 
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Interactive Teaching Tool

“Virtual Interface to connect with students” 

is the idea behind iTouch lectern by means of 

larger display through projector and 

visualizer. Prepare, deliver and share the 

digital content by connecting the smart 

podium to interact efficiently with the 

students at a common platform or remote. 

Fusion of verbal and visual teaching methods 

is the true interaction that leaves indelible 

impressions on students' mainframes.  

Flexible & Versatile

Referring the book is no more verbal as it can be projected on the screen using multifaceted visualizer. Share 

digital content by opening relevant URLs to enhance the learning objective. Blending with the workspace 

irrespective of size, from small classrooms to large auditoriums, it delivers the message accurately. Being 

flexible iTouch Lectern proves to be versatile performing multiple tasks in one go.  

Smoothly Write

Say Goodbye to chalks and pens because your finger can do wonders. Write fluently with your hand on the 

touch screen while maintaining the prime eye contact with the students. Roll your finger on interactive screen 

to control multiple applications while sharing the significant images and videos with the students rendering 

them a real time learning experience. 

Resonance

Interest and excitement live till the sound echoes in the ear and classroom is no exception to it. iTouch Lectern 

is equipped with powerful amplifiers & speakers to empower the classroom with new enthusiasm for student 

to absorb and learn with unique energy, positive attitude and alertness. 

Perpetual Learning

Promising strong power back-up to uphold your classroom sessions to the best iTouch Lectern meets the 

ideal definition of smart teaching device. No 

more power failures to bother your teaching 

style promising meticulous class experience. 

Static & Dynamic

Stand static to deliver the dynamic learning 

classes. No more jumping from the point of 

computer to the point of projector then to 

visualizer and other paraphernalia. Stand on “all in 

one” the iTouch Lectern to enhance the learning 

process. 
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Save & Share: Prepare lecture for once and deliver for infinite 
times using high tech lectern. Take the opportunity to record the 
lecture in your voice to share with different people at diverse 
platforms ensuring unique uniformity. 

Screen: The advanced LED touch screen of 23”gives you ample 
space to keep your ideas fresh in the vast universe for a 
remarkable teaching experience. 

Safety: “All in one” smart podium gives you the freedom to 
lock the different independent segments of the device as per 
your will. 

One Time Calibration: You need not calibrate the equipment 
each time before using the device as it is onetime calibration 
machinery and too will be done by our professionals. 

Finger/Dummy Pen: No technical gadgets are required to write on the interactive screen as your finger or a 
dummy pen can smoothly roll over it. This feature makes the smart podium cost effective saving you from extra 

expenditure on digital pens over the periods as finger can do all the jobs. 

Advanced Software: To make the learning impactful the iTouch Lectern is 
equipped with advanced software programs enriching your teaching 
methods. 

Remote Teaching: Absentees can attend the live lecture being at any 
remote point and thus this feature proves to be significant for distance 
learning courses. 

Comprehensive Smart Classroom: iTouch Lectern is iconic teaching 
equipment that completes the definition of smart classroom comprising of 
multimedia computer, visualizer, projector, mikes, amplifiers and speakers. 

Multimedia: Record and play CDs, DVDs, Flash Drives, etc supporting all 
formats of files. 

Dynamic Library: With bulk storage capacity iTouch Lectern acts as a 
dynamic library wherein you can save and retrieve the information with a touch of your finger. 

Convenience: External panel ports make the smart podium user 
friendly. 

Power Backup: Smart lectern is fitted with uninterrupted power 
supply ensuring unique continuity. 

Visualiser: Information in hard print like books, charts, etc can be 
projected on the large screen.

High Resolution Projector: The bigger screen promises higher 
reach widening the eye lens of each student with 100% clarity. 

Mobility: iTouch Lectern is technology on wheels that can be moved 
easily from one classroom to another. 

High Quality Sound: Integrated sound system constituting goose neck mikes, amplifiers and speakers promises 
accurate lecture delivery with rare sound clarity. 

Support: One year comprehensive warranty from OEM. 

KEY FEATURES



SPECIFICATIONS

Admin. Office.: # 4313/1 Cross Road No. 3  Opp. BD Sr. Sec. School, Ambala Cantt - 133001, Haryana

Ph : +91-171-4006142, +91-98132-32101,+91- 93551-06486, +91-95411-03099  

E-mail : infralabindia@gmail.com

Regd. Office.: 1, Housing Board Colony, Ambala Cantt (Haryana) - INDIA

Manufacturer & Importer  :
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www.infralabindia.com, www.smartclassroomindia.com 
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*Product can be tailored as per your requirement.

Lectern

Size 24”X 24”X 42”

Body Wooden / Metallic

Storage Side drawer for Visualizer, CD Drawer, Keyboard Drawer, Cabinet with shelves

Ports 4 USB & 1 VGA

MONITOR

Touch Device Finger/ Pen/ any other opaque object

Induction Infrared

Screen HD LED Slim

Diagonal Size 23”

Touch Sensitivity 8 ms

CPU

Processor Core i3

HDD 500 GB

RAM 2 GB

Optical Device DVD R/W

SOUND

Amplifier 60 Watt 

Mike  1 Goose Neck, 1 Collar (Optional), 1 wireless Mic (Optional) 

Speaker 1 in-built,  4 (Optional)

VISUALISER

Camera 1/4" CCD / CMOS

Zoom Optical 22x, Digital 8x

Features Positive/Negative Mirror,  Black - White/Colour, Freeze, Auto/Manual Focus

Control Brightness, Contrast, Sharpness, Red, Blue

Ports VGA IN, VGA OUT, S-Video, USB, RS 232

UPS

Load Line Interactive 1KVA

Backup 45 to 60 min

ACCESSORIES Multimedia Projector, Projector Trolley, Projection Screen


